Project Update Summer 2015

GRP Building Projects

AEA ROOF REPAIR 14E1T
Progress – S Lot & H Lot closed during repairs
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Begin gravel removal 5/26, spray foam 5/27

AGS 214 LAB REMODEL
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Work scheduled for August 10th through 21st

AGS 416 LAB REMODEL
Progress – Demolition 90% complete
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Electrical, ceiling, HVAC duct, Core Drill

CSH 266 CLASSROOM REMODEL 14E2A
In design
Summer 2016 Construction

DL 107/109H ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Wall demo, get Academic Success new plan for approval.

FALCON CENTER PHASE 1-Pressbox 11A1E
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Installation of deck, Stairs

FALCON CENTER PHASE 2 11A1E
Progress – Hunt Arena wall removed
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Pour Area E footings and Softball Field Dugout footings

More information available at: http://www.uwrf.edu/FalconCenter

KAO ROOF REPAIRS 14B2G
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Tentative date late summer/fall

KFA WINDOW REPLACEMENT 14E1P
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – To begin after July 4th

KNOWLES BASKETBALL BACKSTOP SAFETY STRAPS 15B1R
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 –
MVF STEER BARN 14F2Z
Progress – Bids due on May 5, 2015
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Get bid results, quotes on light fixtures and gates/fence panels

MVF CORN CRIB DEMO
Progress – Contract issued
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – In progress

MULTI-BUILDING REKEY (RDI, SH, NH, DL) DFD 13K3G
Progress – RDI Hardware arrived, SH requisition submitted, NH key schedule being determined
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – In progress

NH EAST ROOF REPAIRS 14B3H
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – To begin mid-June

SH ADMISSIONS REMODEL 14H3M
Progress – Office moves complete, new furniture ordered, removal of old furniture complete
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Painting, electrical, phone/computer outlet relocation

SH 221 ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM 14E2A
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – On Hold

SH EXTERIOR WINDOWS REPAIR & PAINTING 15D2H
Progress – DFD Project Submitted
Weeks of May 26-June 7 –

PR Projects

CHILD CARE
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 - Schedule patch & painting.

CRABTREE URINAL REMOVAL
Progress – Demo on 2nd & 3rd Floors complete, 1st Floor in progress
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Concrete in-fill and determine tile finishes.

PRUCHA HALL
Progress – Construction Plans approved
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Finalize construction drawings, continue with demolition

UC ERBERTS & GERBERTS
Progress – Demo Started
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Floor tile ordered, FRP wall finish received,
UC EINSTEIN BAGELS
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Floor tile ordered, FRP wall finish will be ordered.

UC SONO LATIN
Progress – Demo Complete
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Continue design, Sheetrock Order & Installation

UC RIVERSIDE COMMONS
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – PO issued for carpet replacement

UC REKEY
Progress – Kitchen area started
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Complete by June 7th

Exterior/Misc. Projects

KFA SIDEWALK REPAIR & SOD
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 –

RAMER TRACK REPAIRS 14J2K
Progress –
Weeks of May 26-June 7 -

ROADS & WALKS 15E2M
Progress – DFD Project Submitted
Weeks of May 26-June 7 – Project denied by DFD. We may try to do some of the work locally.